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Shot Show News 

 

LEICA ER Riflescopes, LEICA GEOVID LUX with light wave 

transmitter, LEICA GEOVID HD-Series 
 

Leica Camera AG is presenting three new high-tech products at the Shot Show in 

Orlando from 15th to 18th January. Featuring the greatest eye relief in their class, the 

ER series of compact riflescopes will first consist of 3.5-14x42 and 2.5-10x42 models. 

The new Geovid HD binoculars have fluoride optics and high-quality lens coating. The 

performance of the laser rangefinder has been enhanced to 1400 yards. The LEICA 

GEOVID LUX 8x56 introduces a totally new form of binocular-to-binocular 

communication. This Geovid model incorporates a light wave transmitter instead of 

laser technology, permitting long-distance voice and data transmission. 

 

 

Leica riflescopes: Compact and eye relief of 10 centimeters 

Leica is setting standards with two newly developed riflescopes, the LEICA ER 2.5-10x42 and 

the 3.5-14x42, remarkable for their compact design and 10 centimeter eye relief. Due to 

their magnification range, the riflescopes are equally suitable for still and driven hunting. 

The abbreviation ER stands for Extended Eye Relief. Eyeglass wearers and users of large-

caliber weapons in particular will welcome the safety and comfort offered when shooting with 

Leica riflescopes. The extremely short eyepiece makes the riflescope compact and offers 

many possibilities for perfect assembly on the weapon.  

The exterior surfaces of the LEICA ER have water-repellent Leica AquaDura
TM
 coating for 

good visibility and easier cleaning.   

The reticles 4A, Ballistic and Plex are naturally situated in the second image plane. The 

convenient clickstop mechanism adjusts the impact point by ¼ MOA  (0.7 cm) per click at 

100 meters.  

A neutral fast reticle adjustment (ASV) and an aluminum sunshade are available as 

accessories. 
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The barrel of the LEICA ER is made of aluminum and has an extremely hard anodized finish 

and a diameter of 30 mm. The LEICA ER is waterproof to a depth of four meters and nitrogen-

filled to prevent fogging. The riflescopes are supplied without a rail. The delivery includes a 

pull-on cover. 

 

Powerful optics and laser measurement: LEICA GEOVID High Density (HD) 

Leica has continued to improve the performance of its Geovid binoculars, as can be seen in 

the High Density series (HD). Like the new powerful Geovids 8x56 HD and 15x56 HD, the 8x42 

HD and 10x42 HD also sport fluoride optics for even better definition, brilliance and contrast. 

The AquaDuraTM finish of the exterior lenses repels water and makes dirt easier to remove. 

Thanks to this nano coating technology, the Geovid HD are ideal for use in extreme weather 

conditions and high humidity.  

The new binoculars provide an extended laser rangefinder range (to 1400 yards) and retain the 

usual feature of switching to scanning mode by sustaining the measurement key. This allows 

constant tracking of moving objects such as cars or game with the rangefinder function.  

Improved eyecups offer optimum eye positioning. The rotation facility makes them easily 

adjustable for eyeglass wearers. The eyecups can be removed for easy cleaning.  

LEICA GEOVID HD models are guaranteed to work at temperatures down to minus 25 degrees  

Celsius and are waterproof to a depth of five meters. Each model comes with a high-quality 

Cordura case and neoprene neck strap. 
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LEICA GEOVID LUX 8x56 binoculars: the lightwave telephone 

 

No pie in the sky: The LEICA GEOVID LUX 8x56 combines precise optics with efficient 

lightwave radio. A small electronics unit on the housing and a sophisticated system of prisms 

inside enable a totally new form of audiovisual communication. Besides viewing distant 

objects, the user of these binoculars can also talk to other binocular users via a headset.  

Using light waves, the LightSpeed technology transmits voices in the field of view of the 

binoculars up to a distance of 2.5 kilometers – crystal-clear, without any interference, day and 

night. Even data such as text or images can be fed in via the USB port and transmitted at a 

rate of up to 1 Mbps. The development has evolved from a cooperation arrangement with the 

well-known electronics development company Torrey Pines Logic from California/USA. 

This form of tap-proof communication offers special police and military units a wealth of 

tactical advantages. The extremely compact yet powerful LEICA GEOVID LUX 8x56 has further 

application potential in hunting, industry and rescue services. 
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